TERMS AND CONDITIONS: EQUIPMENT

Contact: 082 553 7027
Fax: 0865529150
www.fungalore.net
info@fungalore.net
www.facebook.com/fungalore8

(Jumping Castles, Waterslides, Rocket, Soft Play Blocks, Bubble Machines, Foam Pit)
1.
The Hirer should read this document thoroughly. By accepting delivery of equipment, the Hirer agrees to all terms and
conditions stipulated in this rental contract. The Hirer acknowledges receipt of equipment in working order.
2.
The Hirer assumes full responsibility for all rented items, including their safe and proper use, operation, maintenance, and
return to Fun Galore. The Hirer is responsible for all loss, theft, damage, or repair.
3.
This rental contract forms the sole agreement between the Hirer and Fun Galore. The Hirer agrees to indemnify and hold Fun
Galore blameless for any claims from user’s use or misuse, including any third parties for loss, injury, and damage to people or
property arising from the customer’s negligence or operation, including legal costs incurred in defense of such claims.
4.
If the Hirer refuses to return rented items, the Hirer agrees that Fun Galore may take all reasonable actions necessary to recover
rented items without prior notice or legal process.
5.
Attorney fees: The Hirer agrees to pay all reasonable attorney fees and court costs required by Fun Galore in enforcing these
terms and conditions.
6.
The Hirer will be responsible for selling of tickets (if applicable) and for any other selling expenses.
7.
Fun Galore does not accept any responsibility for lost, damage or injury to any person utilizing the equipment whatsoever.
8.
The Hirer acknowledges that it is necessary to have responsible adult supervision at all times and undertakes to ensure strict
compliance herewith, simultaneously indemnify Fun Galore against any claim that may be made against the owner arising out of
any damage or injury sustained by any person utilizing the equipment.
9. The Hirer shall not assign transfer or otherwise part with possession of the equipment during the period of hire without the prior
written consent of Fun Galore.
10. The Hirer undertakes to ensure that there is adequate access and area available for the equipment hired and will also provide
the required electrical supply and own water hoses where applicable. It is required for inflatable to: stand on a flat surface, on
grass (ground sheets available if there is no grass).
11. Fun Galore reserves the right to change any item if necessary (due to breakages, damages etc.) for any other item available.
12. Please ensure equipment to be returned at given time to avoid extra levies.

PAYMENT DETAILS
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

Deposits are non-refundable.
50% deposit is payable to secure booking.
Only electronic transfer will be accepted - no cheques.
Deposits and payments made will not be refunded due to bad weather or unexpected disaster, but every effort will be made to
accommodate the Hirer on another mutually agreed date and time. Should the client insist on delivery for that day, Fun Galore
will not refund monies paid if unable to use the equipment for any reason whatsoever.
Fun Galore reserve the right to refuse delivery should payment not be made before delivery or should the circumstance be
beyond our business scope.
All prices are subject to change without prior notice.
Please sign and return a signed copy of this form with the deposit to confirm booking to 086 552 9150
BANK DETAILS: Fun Galore, FNB Whiteriver, Acc nr: 626 0989 1686, Branch code: 250655,Reference: Name/Event/School
NO CASH DEPOSITS, ONLY EFT’S!!!

SAFETY RULES: FOAM PIT & FOAM MACHINE
Foam Pit/Machine is a fun enjoyable item to add to a party or event, which is ideal for all ages. It is like a foam cannon that shoots out foam into the foam pit.

Foam Pit consists of the Foam Pit and Foam Machine to generate the foam. Water hoses and electrical extensions to be supplied by client

Rental price includes operator for 3 hours

Hose pipe required but uses very little water.

Foam liquid used is bio-degradable, non-toxic, non-irritant and completely safe.

Foam machine shoots out loads of foam and fills the foam pit within minutes

Groundsheet???

Foam must be directed away from electrical appliances

Clean water must be made available by client to was soap from eyes or for people who swallow foam

Wear old clothes if possible, preferably swimming clothes, and remember a towel.

OPERATION OF BUBBLE MACHINE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The Bubble Machine is not to be run on grass. It is not advised that the equipment be run on/near hard or smooth surfaces, due to the risk of slipping.
Place the Bubble Machine on a level surface and loosen the thumbscrew on the front of the unit for fluid tank access. Lift the cover.
Fill the tank with bubble fluid. NOTE: Only the supplied bubble fluid must be used in the Bubble Machine.
Lower the cover and tighten the screw. Plug into a suitable wall outlet.
Turn on Bubble Machine. NOTE: Do not leave unused fluid in the reservoir for an extended period. The fluid may thicken in the reservoir.

OPERATION OF INFLATABLE (Jumping Castles & Waterslides)
Setup Inflatable
1.

Packing away Inflatable

Remove inflatable from carry bag. Unroll inflatable at suitable flat spot, check
first for any large stones/rocks, sticks or thorns that could puncture inflatable.
2. Attach outlet pipe of inflatable to blower fan and secure with cord, which is
attached, to blower fan.
3. Close off all other outlet pipes (if applicable).
4. Switch on electricity and leave for approximately 2 minutes to inflate fully.
5. Check once inflated that outlet pipe is not obstructed (that air flow pressure is
not obstructed).
6. Cover electrical plug with carry bag.

1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

Switch off electricity and detach outlet pipe from blower fan.
Leave inflatable for at least 10 minutes, allowing all air to escape.
Fold sides of inflatable to meet in the middle, ensuring that outlet pipe
is not folded inside the inflatable, allowing extra air to escape (same as
when you rolled it out).
Fold sides of inflatable so that it meets in the middle, once again
ensuring that outlet pipe is not folded into the inflatable (similar to
folding a tent).
Slowly roll up the inflatable, starting at the end without the outlet pipe.
Place rolled up inflatable in carry bag

SAFETY RULES: INFLATABLE (Jumping Castles & Waterslides)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

17.

Keep inflatable away from fire/braai. No smoking allowed on inflatable.
Keep blower fan away from water, ELECTRICITY and WATER do not mix.
No children over 12 years permitted on inflatables and no more than 10 children at a time.
Maximum weight of an individual on the inflatable is 60kg
Children to remove shoes & caps before using the inflatables and not to carry sharp objects or other items which may potentially damage the inflatable or injure
another child (this includes but is not limited to jewelry, eye glasses, pens, pencils, belts, watches etc).
Children not to take any food, drink, gum, streamers, party poppers, sticky items, toys or pets onto the inflatables.
Children under 3 years old should have adult supervision at all times.
Children to use the inflatables only in a safe and appropriate manner. Any rough or dangerous behavior (such as tackling, jump of walls, somersaults, flips, throw
someone or jump into each other, etc) must be prevented. Do not bounce near the entrance as people may be entering or exiting.
Any power leads or use of electricity to be maintained in a safe manner at all times. Children not to go near the blower fan & must be prevented from touching
power chords. The blower fan must not be switched off until the inflatables are vacated. No children allowed on ride while it is being inflated or deflated
Please keep inflatables dry at all times (excluding waterslides) to reduce risk of slipping. If the surface becomes wet, children will not be permitted to use it.
Please vacate the inflatables and switch off the power to the blower fan in the event of rain or strong winds. Blower fans not to be left in the rain. If this happens
after the hire time begins, no refund is available.
No Animals allowed near or on the inflatables at any time under any circumstance.
Children not to use the inflatables without their parents’ permission.
Anchor pegs and blower fan must be checked periodically for obstruction or dislodgement and corrected where necessary.
Children with head, neck, back or other muscular-skeletal injuries, casts, disabilities prostheses, or any other kind of impairments should be prevented from using
the inflatables. Small infants and others who may be subject to injuries from falls, bumps or bouncing are not allowed on the inflatable.
If the blower fan loses power, keep everyone calm and instruct children to slowly exit the inflatable.
DO NOT LEAVE BLOWER OUTSIDE DURING THUNDER/RAIN STORMS. The client will be liable for any damages/repairs if not adhering to this request.

SAFETY RULES: SOFT PLAY BLOCKS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

The equipment has a user age limit of 6 years old. Please ensure no-one over this age uses the equipment. No adults are to use this equipment.
Please ensure children do not play on the equipment whilst it is being set up/cleared away.
No food, drinks, sweets, chewing gum, snacks, baby foods, baby drinks including baby feeding bottles containing any drinks or other liquids or substances to be
allowed on or near any of the soft play equipment or within the soft play area.
All footwear (shoes, sandals, boots, slippers, trainers, etc), spectacles, jewellery, badges, belts, etc, MUST be removed before using the equipment.
No toys, face paints, party poppers, coloured streamers or bubbles to be used either on or near the equipment.
Make sure there is adequate shelter/shade to prevent sunburn to children and avoid the equipment from getting too hot to touch. DO NOT allow children to
play on hot equipment.
Always ensure that the Soft Play Blocks is not overcrowded and limit numbers according to the age, weight and height of the children using it.
Ensure that children are not pushing, jumping, diving, colliding, fighting or behaving in a manner likely to injure or cause distress to others or to damage the
equipment.
Do not allow anyone to jump from the tops of any play equipment.
Ensure that no-one with a history of back or neck problems are allowed on the equipment or any child who is feeling unwell or who is not fit or competent to use
the equipment.
The equipment should not be used if it becomes wet, as the surfaces may become slippery. Please clean it with a clean wet cloth and dry it before further use.
If soiling of the equipment occurs the hirer is responsible for cleaning the equipment using ONLY water and domestic washing up liquid –other type of solution may
damage the equipment.
Any equipment damaged during the hire should be removed from the play area immediately to avoid possible injury. Damages should be reported to Fun Galore
upon collection and damages will be charged at the full replacement/repair cost.
Please discourage children running onto or near the equipment as this poses a potential risk of injury and damage to equipment.
The Ball Pool should be limited to no more than 4 children at any one time and they must be of a similar size and age.
Particular care should be taken when children are exiting the ball pool to ensure no accidents occur. Diving, jumping into, or standing on the side of the Ball Pool is
not permitted.
Although the Soft Play Blocks and balls from the ball pool are cleaned after every event it is recommended that supervising adults discourage children from placing
balls or other parts of the play equipment into or near their mouths for hygiene purposes.
Soft Play Blocks must not be thrown around or moved off the play area. Any stray balls must be collected and returned back to the ball pool before collection.
The hirer agrees to pay R2.50 for balls that are missing or damaged whilst in use at the hirers premises.
There must be no smoking or naked flames near the Soft Play Blocks.
Only the equipment we supply is permitted into the soft play area we have set up.
Do not stick anything to our equipment such as sellotape, blue tack or other fixings, nor attempt to affix balloons, banners or any other items.
We reserve the right to instantly pack up and remove any and all of our equipment if terms of hire and rules of play are not adhered to by the hirer and the people
using our equipment.

